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IL GELATO
AGRIMONTANA
Agrimontana proposes different technical products, consisted of absolutely natural ingredients and without transfats.
«Neutro» (5 g. by liter) for both dairy ice creams and fruit
sherbets, made only of natural flours as jellying agent, and
natural lecitynes as emulsifiers.
Cream and Fruit 50 Bases, where, to facilitate the weighing,
Agrimontana enriched Neutro 5 of the various sugars. Of
easier employment, they are used in dose of 50 grams per liter. For full fruits sherbets, it works under heat.
The Fruit 50 Base allows you to obtain a sherbet with a subtle
taste, «not too much stuck» with as ultimate objective to
transform natural products of high quality to offer to
your customers 100 % natural ice-creams.
The base 50 fruit is enriched in natural fibers, inuline, so it
gives a more important structure, the ice cream having a
better «skeleton».
The Cream 50 Base allows you to obtain less sweet and less
fat creams. It allows you without modification of aspect,
nor taste, to get down your percentage of fats between 5
and 8 %.
The employment among others of the dextrose allows you
to obtain a less cold and less sweet ice cream.

The Easy Weight Bases have to allow you to make quickly,
with few weighings, less stock of ingredients (sometimes
difficult to find, 8 ingredients for an ice cream on average)
perfectly balanced ice-creams and sherbets.
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So many products are added to the rich catalog of Agriland and Agrimontana containing number of products /
ingredients for ice creams: glaced and candied chestnuts,
chocolate couvertures by Domori, ice-cream pastes, candied oranges and lemons (in quarters, in stripes, in cubes,
in slices) to furnish a cup of ice cream or still in paste to
maintain and round off the «taste», Amarena sour cherries,
cherries and fruits purees (10 % of sugar).

La Glace

«Easy Weight Cream» and «Easy Weight Fruit» Bases, are intended for the pastry chefs and the ice-cream makers, whose
concerns are the quality and the profitability, it is about a
complete pre-mixture elaborated by Agrimontana.
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STÉPHANE AUGÉ
ice-cream MOF, PROPOSES YOU 6 EXKIMOS
ON 50 OR EASY WEIGHT BASE
For a very greedy summer in shop, in the lively
and trendy colors, that can be coordinated with
your macaroons.
Stéphane Augé’s recipes are available with your representative or on inquiry:
Agriland@agriland.mc or Marie: 00 377 93 30 61 73
or 06 77 12 34 25.
6 Exkimos ® on Base 50, ice creams that are made
as small individual sweets, to take and to enjoy
quite freely.
These Exkimos ® will allow you to value your shop
windows with ice-cold sweets and will complete
perfectly the ice cream served in balls.

Recipe established for 36 exkimos: 1 Cream or
Fruit base, 3 Agrimontana products, 2 Domori
products + 2 moulds in 6 parts + 1 tray + 50 sticks.
Reference: E8825
+ FREE: 6 recipes + 5 pictures + 1 Plexiglass frame
for pictures + 1 Exkimo big poster.
Complementary products:
Réference: E8826 - 1 display stand for 21 parts.
Réference: E8827 - 500 sticks carton box.
CONCEPTION
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stéphane augé
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